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Abstract 
 
Many research laboratories and several nations are showing an interest in the 'underwater 
networked battlespace' in which a combination of stationary and mobile underwater platforms 
communicate wholly or partially by the use of underwater modems. Scientific advancements and 
technological development have been shown in the arenas of environmental sampling, mine 
detection and classification and, more recently, in the field of anti-submarine warfare (ASW). In 
ASW, in particular, new operational paradigms are evolving for slowly moving systems which 
have low bandwidth communication between platforms, necessitating high levels of onboard 
processing and highly developed autonomous behaviours. 
 
As part of NURC's ongoing research into collaborative ASW using autonomous underwater 
vehicles (AUVs) a major sea-trial has been held to investigate enabling technologies and to 
investigate the detection and localisation performance of such AUV-based systems. 
 
We present results demonstrating 
 

• On board processing of active transmissions.  By implementing parts of NURC's 
existing signal processing chain we were able to produce contacts, detections or tracks 
which could be further processed on-board or passed over the underwater 
communication link. 

 
• Adaptive behaviour.  By taking the outputs of the real-time system - whether they be 

contacts (defined as a latitude and a longitude or range-bearing on a particular ping) or 
a fully formed track – it has been possible to investigate how an underwater system can 
be truly autonomous and to exhibit a behaviour which is relevant to active ASW. 

 
We discuss how these demonstrated technologies have been integrated into a working 
autonomous system to provide realistic 'operational' type behaviours and how lessons learned 
are influencing future research directions. 
 
Keywords: NATO, ASW, sonar, multistatics, signal processing, AUV, underwater networks, 
acoustic communications, autonomy. 
 
1 Background 
 
Traditionally the task of Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) is a person-intensive discipline with 
various levels of sophisticated sensors gathering large amounts of data, from towed array or 
sonobuoys for example, from which the relevant information, in terms of possible target or non-
risk assessment can be made. From this inferred decision a consequent action is taken.  Should 
the detection be ignored? Should it be passed on for further analysis? Or should it be acted on 
directly, by for instance, sending a helicopter with a dipping sonar as a step towards the ultimate 
prosecution of the target? 
 
At NATO Undersea Research Centre (NURC) and several other labs in the world an alternative 
approach is being investigated in which the sensors and underwater assets themselves make 
the decisions and carry out the necessary change to behaviour or position to optimise the 
chance of detection and classification and to minimise the errors in localisation. 
 
In particular the concept of use of underwater multiple vehicles interacting only by means of 
underwater communications is receiving a great deal of interest and prompting many areas of 
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research including robotics, communication theory and in the field of multistatic tracking.  The 
constraint of using predominantly underwater communications necessitates that the vehicles are 
expected to only receive minimal information from other systems and therefore carry out on–
board ‘reasoning’.  
 
To this end NURC has initiated a project to investigate the use of AUVs as part of a networked 
system. The project as a whole incorporates research into both AUV control for ASW and the 
issues of how networking and underwater communications can be used to facilitate system wide 
detection and localisation as well as passing information back to a centralised command centre. 
 
2 Approach to the autonomous ASW problem 
 
The vision of groups of networked unmanned vehicles swimming around independently, carrying 
out high-level processing and sharing information between other members of the submerged 
fleet, ultimately carrying out detection and classification of enemy assets and passing the 
information to a command and control centre, or carrying out their own prosecution,  is seductive 
and enticing.  Such a capability would, in effect, exhibit levels of flexibility which would be of 
great use in at least three of the arenas of interest as quoted in the US’s Navy Unmanned 
Undersea Vehicle Master Plan NUUVMP [1]: 
 

• In Transit/’Protected Passage’ 
• Chokepoint/’Hold at Risk’ 
• Sea base/’maritime Shield’ 

 
And also it is possible to consider the role of a group of AUVs involved in 

• Hunting 
 
All of these capabilities share a core set of requirements 

• Navigation; 
• Detection/Localisation and Classification and Tracking processing; 
• Autonomous adaption of AUV’s path or trajectory; 
• Intelligent task allocation  
• Underwater communications for AUVs. 

 
It is this ‘toolbox’ of capabilities that we are presently researching and developing at NURC. The 
goal in the next few years is to exhibit a fully networked system with multiple nodes in which an 
asset can be localised and tracked by several AUVs and the utility of such underwater systems 
demonstrated to the maritime community in general. We discuss this research within the context 
of a recently conducted at-sea experimental trial. 
 
3 GLINT09 
 
The GLINT09 sea trial was held between the 29th June and the 18th July 2009. The experiment 
took place on an area to the south-east of the island of Elba close to the Formiche islands off the 
coast of Italy.  The area was ideally suited to an AUV based experiment with a relatively flat 
bathymetry at a depth of approximately 110 metres. 
 
The objectives of the experiment were four-fold 

• Gather data for off-line processing; to allow investigation of expected sonar performance 
for AUVs 

• Demonstrate real-time signal-processing on an AUV; 
• Demonstrate a truly adaptive behaviour on the AUV which uses the outputs of the signal 

processing ; 
 
We now discuss and explain these objectives in more detail and give results from the sea-trial 
which demonstrate state-of-the-art capabilities, as well as indicating lessons learned. We begin 
by describing the relevant equipment deployed, 
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3.1 Equipment 
 
OEX AUV with BENS towed Array 
 
The main tool of research for the GLINT09 trial was NURC’s Ocean Explorer (OEX) AUV used in 
combination with the BENS towed-array 
 
The OEX is an untethered AUV of length 4.5 meters and a diameter of 0.53 metres.   It can 
operate down to 300 meters – but for the purpose of the GLINT09 experiment it was operated at 
a maximum depth of 100 metres. It has a maximum speed through the water, when towing the 
array, of 3 knots. Battery constraints limit the lifetime of any mission to about 7 hours.  The OEX 
is equipped with two independent modems. One of these is a WHOI modem which is used for 
communication of data with the command centre and for passing of information between 
vehicles. 
 
In line with other efforts the approach for controlling communication, algorithmic functioning and 
platform control is carried out under MOOS-IvP (Mission Orientated Operating Suite Interval 
Programming).  The software architecture which has been developed at MIT and Oxford 
University [2] allows each modules behaviour and requirement to be compartmentalised and to 
allow the scientist and developer to rapidly insert new algorithms and autonomous behaviours 
into the system whilst leaving MOOS to cope with interface and the avoidance of internal 
conflicts.  The IvP helm component is itself a MOOS process that uses a multi-objective 
optimisation technique to determine platform motion. The so-called back seat driver paradigm [3] 
[4] allows low-level tasks such as depth-keeping and vehicle safety to be controlled by the 
vehicle’s main computer, the MOOS-IvP messages coming from a separate payload. The 
algorithms developed at NURC have been implemented on PC-104 stacks. Signal, data and 
information processing algorithms already exist, having been developed under NURC’s 
multistatic program in recent years. 
 
The OEX is shown in Figure 1 with the attached BENS array. The BENS array is an adaption of 
the SLITA array [6] and as such based on the same underlying technology.  The array has 83 
hydrophones of which sets of 32 can be chosen to give a frequency coverage from 750 to 3400 
Hz.  Furthermore the array is equipped with 3 compasses and two depth sensors to aid with the 
reconstruction of the dynamics of the array. 
 

 

Figure 1.  OEX AUV being lowered into the water the towed source can be seen dangling behind 
the AUV and behind, that looping through the water is the BENS towed array.   
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The green and purple overlapping lines running vertically near the centre of the image show the 
measured trajectory of the AUV at this part of the run, using the two independent acoustic 
modems. Slightly to the East (the units at the bottom of the image are in metres) is the position 
of the NRV Alliance which was acting as the command and control centre.  The DEMUS source 
gives a clear return 2.2 km to the East.  The (false) ambiguous return can be seen lying 2.2 km 
to the West.  More interestingly the Leonardo with its echo repeater can be seen lying north-west 
of the AUV. Here the ambiguous return falls rather on the bistatic ellipse with the foci at the 
position of the AUV and the fixed DEMUS source. 
 
3.4 Simulation 
 
AUVs are not cheap and neither is time at sea. Consequently pre-testing by means of simulation 
is crucial before any effort is made to demonstrate behaviours at sea. The simulation which has 
been developed is advanced and gives a good level of fidelity of what may be expected both in 
terms of received acoustic time-series, signal processing, vehicle behaviour and vehicle 
dynamics. 
 
The generation of synthetic times-series at individual hydrophones is based on simple 
expressions for bistatic reverberation intensity developed at NURC by Harrison for straight 
arrays [9] and on a more general theory for the target return on arrays of arbitrary geometry [10].  
The overall consideration is one of the highest possible fidelity within the constraint of real-time 
stimulation for the hydrophone elements.   At this time, the environment is assumed to be range-
independent and isovelocity, although the second assumption may be relaxed at relatively little 
computational cost.  The bottom scattering is assumed to follow Lambert’s law, a separable 
scattering kernel which lends itself to fast simulation.  Similarly the target is assumed to be a 
point scatterer, another assumption which allows for fast implementations.  The source function 
is assumed to be an LFM.   
 
For the stimulation of reverberation at the element level, the assumption of a straight array 
allows the sampling of the product of the grazing-angle vs azumith reverberation intensity 
density developed in [10] with the array wavenumber response for the N+1 wavenumbers 
resolved by the array, where N is the number of elements, 32 in the case of the BENS array.  
The N+1 wavenumbers represent waves from forward endfire through aft endfire, at cosine 
angle spacing.  The weights of the intensity observed by the array at each of these 
wavenumbers is obtained by taking the product of the array wavenumber response with the 
theoretical reverberation intensity.  The pressure amplitudes at each wavenumber are simply the 
square root of this intensity, up-sampled to the sample frequency of the data acquisition system, 
randomized to have Rayleigh envelope statistics, and convolved with the source waveform. 
 
For the stimulation of the target echoes on the individual hydrophones, the straight array 
assumption is relaxed, and a general propagation model is used to generate the one-way 
Greens functions from the source to the target, and from the target to the hydrophone locations.  
These Greens functions are generated at the sample frequency of the data acquisition system, 
and are convolved with one other to obtain the impulse response of the target for each 
hydrophone.  This impulse response is then convolved with the target impulse response and the 
source waveform to generate the required element level time series associated with the target 
response. 
 
The simulated data on the hydrophones are the sum of the reverberation and target simulations 
which are then passed to the signal-processing module. This is an exact copy of the code which 
sits on the AUV.  This exact replication of code and parameters is a crucial part of the checking 
and validation of ideas and algorithms before they are tested at sea. The configuration control, at 
sea, can become complex but is worth the effort to ensure well tested code is being used. 
 
An exactly analogous approach is taken in terms of the code which controls the behavioural 
response of the AUV – in that the code used in simulation is that which is ultimately used on the 
vehicles. There is however a slight complication in that a model of the vehicle dynamics must be 
used; to that end we have used a relevant but simple dynamic model [13]. Future developments 
will allow us to incorporate a more specific and accurate model of the OEX. 
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Such, a detailed simulation then allows us to investigate and optimise against physical 
parameters as well as allowing us to carry out many re-runs of the simulation with different 
starting conditions and for different acoustical data sets (based on different random 
instantiations). 
 
3.5 Autonomous Adaptive Behaviours 
 
The ‘autonomous’ in AUV is a term which can leads to a great deal of confusion.  For instance, a 
vehicle which is programmed to go out and execute a pre-defined lawn-mower pattern is called 
autonomous if there is no continuous updating of the vehicle’s plan by an exterior source (by 
underwater acoustic communications or even a cable – as employed by a remotely operated 
vehicle).  What we were interested in during the GLINT09 experiment was several steps of 
advancement from this baseline autonomy. For our demonstration we wanted to show how an 
AUV could monitor its environment based purely on its own sensors, and convert the data 
obtained into information which could be used to alter the trajectory of the AUV to exhibit some 
form of ASW relevant-behaviour. As discussed in the previous section the observation and 
interpretation of the external world is carried out in the real time processing.  The output can be 
either contacts with associated latitudes, longitudes, bearing and SNR, or fully formed tracks, 
with associated position estimates and error-covariance estimates.   For the behaviour described 
here we used the former configuration although work is on-going to use tracks for adaptive 
behaviours (as discussed in [7]  there remains the issue of whether contacts or tracks should be 
used as the best information packet for passing between vehicles). 
 
It was shown in simulation in [14] that realistic operational constraints on an AUV following a 
target resulted in the vehicle keeping that target at or near broadside. To this end we have 
implemented an algorithm which keeps a target at broadside using the contact information which 
has been delivered from the real time processing. 
 
The behaviour is conceptually straightforward (for details see [8]); the AUV makes an estimate of 
the position of the target, based on the output of the real-time system, relative to the direction of 
travel of the AUV.  It is important to stress at this juncture that the system does not have any 
information about the position of the source – both range and bearing are calculated ‘on the fly’ 
by the signal processing.  The heading the AUV must keep in order to maintain the target at 
broadside is calculated and the AUV commanded take this heading.  The reality is rather more 
involved. 

• To be sure of reliable contacts we do not want the vehicle to turn too quickly – so that 
the towed array does not become too distorted. Therefore we imposed a maximum turn-
angle that limits the amount of change in the AUV’s heading within a PRI. 

• The contact information obtained is actually only relevant to the orientation and position 
of the vehicle in the past because data acquisition and data processing take a finite 
period of time. For the experiment at hand this is approximately 24 seconds and 
therefore it is necessary to try and keep the target at a smaller angle than broadside, so 
less than 90 degrees 

• The system must be robust to a loss of contact. To this end we implemented an SNR 
threshold on the contact, which was possible here because we know that the SNR of the 
contact from the DEMUS source will be high. If for a predefined number of contacts the 
SNR does not change or is too low, then the vehicle will move into another mode of 
operation: the so-called adaptive loiter. 

• In the adaptive loiter mode the AUV traverses a predefined pattern, a square or a 
hexagon for instance, but the behaviour also ‘waits’ until contacts with high enough SNR 
have been found, upon which the broadside behaviour begins. This serves two 
purposes; a holding pattern which is used if the signal is lost, as described in the 
previous bullet point or as the baseline for a vehicle when there is no target present. 

 
The selection of the correct contact is, generally, an issue but here we chose to keep the 
DEMUS source at broadside so that we can use the contact with the highest SNR on each ping.  
Consequently, the expected trajectory is a circle centred on the DEMUS source. 
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Figure 5. Screen capture showing the time progression of the AUV (pink and green lines) as it 
moves from adaptive loiter to broadside behaviour in which it, approximately circles 
the DEMUS source.  

 
Figure 5 shows the result of a demonstration of the described behaviour. The path of the AUV is 
shown by the pink and green lines (showing the estimated position of the AUV passed back to 
the command centre by means of the 2 acoustic modems fitted to the vehicle).  The AUV was 
deployed in the adaptive loiter mode with the DEMUS source turned off. During this phase the 
AUVs processing the data but, no strong signal is being detected. The AUV repeatedly moves 
around the square – tagged as Adaptive Loiter.  At some point the DEMUS source is turned on 
and starts pinging with a PRI of 12 seconds.  After several pings the AUV ‘decides’ that the 
contacts found are ‘good’ ones and, it changes its mode to keep the source at broadside, and 
consequently starts to move on a locus which is approximately a circle. The AUV was able to 
move through a quadrant of a circle before a safety timeout made the AUV switch back to a 
standard loiter at a pre-defined position. 
 
The behaviour worked identically to what had been predicted in simulation. It was, to the 
authors’ knowledge, the first demonstration of a fully functioning active ASW-relevant adaptive 
algorithm being operated underwater in real-time. 
 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

Multistatic undersea surveillance capability in water depths of less than 200 metres will continue 
to be one of the prime concerns of NURC.  A relatively new approach to this field of research is 
the introduction of a fully networked capability. 

At NURC, to give this concept an operational goal a heterogeneous network will be 
demonstrated with a cluster of non-acoustic sensors and a cluster of towed array fitted AUVs in 
conjunction with stationary and mobile sonar transmitters. It is the latter capability that we have 
investigated in the GLINT09 trial. 
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In this paper we have discussed some major milestones which have been achieved in the 
progress towards a fully functioning collaborative ASW system.  In particular the demonstrated 
capability to 

• Provide high levels of simulation prior to deployment of equipment to minimise risk and 
allowing testing of behaviours and algorithms in a greater range of environments and 
configurations than could be achieved at sea. (Ultimately, however, only at-sea 
demonstration can provide the proof of functionality!). 

• Carry out real time processing. The implementation of a fully operational processing 
chain, taking data all the way from acquisition to tracking all in real-time gives the AUV 
the precise and accurate view of the real world which allows subsequent adaptive 
behaviours. 

• Demonstrate adaptive behaviours at sea.  We have detailed only one behaviour here, 
but the general approach is very similar for more complex behaviours with the MOOS 
architecture allowing rapid insertion of behaviours, testing by means of simulation and 
then implementation on an actual vehicle. The behaviour demonstrated, although 
apparently simplistic, demonstrates how autonomous ASW-relevant behaviours can be 
implemented.  

This multistatic active sensor network has the potential for augmentation by other assets such as 
low-cost gliders; and this interaction with other assets will be addressed in subsequent 
demonstrations and experiments. In particular the GLINT10 experiment, to be held in the 
summer of 2010, will take the work described here to the next level with multiple AUVs carrying 
out autonomous adaptive behaviours. 

The ultimate goal of this body of research will be a demonstration at sea with military 
participation in order to facilitate development of concepts of use and a transition of techniques 
to operational systems and to industry. 
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